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Using first-principles fully kinetic simulations with a Fokker-Planck collision operator, it is demon
strated that Sweet-Parker reco=ection layers are unstable to a chain of plasmoids (secondary is
lands) for Lundquist numbers beyond S ;C; 1000. The instability is increasingly violent at higher 
Lundquist number, both in terms of the number of plasmoids produced and the super-Alfvenic 
growth rate. A dramatic enhancement in the reconnect ion rate is observed when the half-thickness 
of the current sheet between two plasmoids approaches the ion inertial length. During this transi
tion, the reconnection electric field rapidly exceeds the runaway limit, resulting in the formation of 
electron-scale current layers that are unstable to the continual formation of new plasmoids. 

PACS numbers: 52.35.Vd, 52.35.Py, 52.65.-y 

The conversion of magnetic energy into kinetic energy 
through the process of magnetic reconnect ion remains 
one of the most challenging and far reaching problems in 
plasma physics. One key issue is the scaling of the recon
nection dynamics for applications where the system size 
is vastly larger than the kinetic scales. The magnetohy
drodynamics (MHD) model should provide an accurate 
description of collisional reconnect ion where the resis
tive layers are larger than the ion kinetic scale. For uni
form resistivity, MHD gives rise to the Sweet-Parker (SP) 
model in which the rate scales as Uin/VA ~ 8sp / Lsp ~ 
5-1/ 2 where Uin is the inflow velocity, VA = B/y'47rmin 
is Alfven velocity, 8sp is the half-thickness and Lsp is 
the half-length of the layer, 5 = 47rVALsp/ TJc2 is the 
Lundquist number and TJ is the resistivity. Assuming that 
Lsp scales with the system size, implies 5 106 _1014 forrv 

many applications. Since the resulting dissipation rates 
are much slower than observations, collisional is often 
used synonymously to denote slow reconnection. 

Surprisingly, there is a fundamental flaw with these 
arguments that is not widely appreciated. While the 
SP scaling is well verified with MHD simulations for 
5 ;s 2000, at higher Lundquist numbers the elongated 
SP layers are unstable to plasmoid formation [1 - 3]. Re
cent linear theory [4] predicts a growth rate that scales 
as 5 1/ 

4 VA/Lsp with the number of plasmoids increasing 
with 5 3/ 8 , indicating an increasingly violent instability 
for the relevant regimes. Performing the necessary sim
ulations at high Lundquist remains an outstanding chal
lenge, but recent results suggest this instability may lead 
to much faster turbulent reconnection [5]. 

Due to this instability, the scaling of collisional re
connection remains uncertain beyond 5 ~ 104 . Further
more , the formation of plasmoids may rapidly lead to 
the breakdown of MHD when the new resistive layers be
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tween islands approach the ion kinetic scale. This regime 
is typically referred to as kinetic or fast reconnection since 
a variety of two-fluid and kinetic models predict rates 
that are weakly dependent on the system size and dis
sipation mechanism [6, 7] (the precise scalings are still 
a subject of controversy [8, 9]). In neutral sheet geom
etry, both two-fluid simulations [10, 11] and theory [12J 
predict an abrupt transition from the collisional to the 
kinetic regime when 8sp ::; di where di is the ion inertial 
length. In this geometry, di is comparable to the ion gy
roradius, and in the kinetic regime di is also compa.rable 
to the ion crossing orbit scale. 

Recently, this transition between collisional and kinetic 
reconnection was proposed as the central mechanism in 
regulating coronal heating [13-15J. However , these es
timates were based on the assumption of a stable SP 
layer within the collisional regime. To properly describe 
the dynamics at high Lundquist number, it is crucial to 
consider how plasmoid formation ma.y influence the tran
sition. To address this problem, this work employs fully 
kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations with a Monte
Carlo treatment [16] of the Fokker-Planck collision op
erator. For Lundquist numbers where the SP layers are 
stable 5 ;s 1000, this powerful first-principles approach 
has demonstrated a clear transition between the colli
sional and kinetic regimes near the expected threshold 
8sp ;S d i [17J. Here we demonstrate that SP layers are in
creasingly unstable to plasmoid formation in large-scale 
systems. The observed growth rate is super-Alfvenic, al
lowing the islands to grow to large amplitude before they 
are convected downstream. A dramatic enhancement in 
the reconnection rate is observed when the current sheet 
between two plasmoids approaches the ion kinetic scale. 
During this transition, the reconnection electric field ex
ceeds the runaway limit leading to a collapse of the dif
fusion region current sheet to the electron kinetic scale. 
These electron layers form elongated current sheets which 
are also unstable to the formation of new plasmoids in a 
manner similar to the collisionless limit [8, 18, 19J . 
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The simulations were performed with the kinetic 
plasma simulation code VPIC [20] which has been modi
fied to include Coulomb collisions and benchmarked care
fully against transport theory [17]. The initial condition 
is a Harris sheet with magnetic field Bx = Bo tanh(z/.\) 
and density n = nosech2(z/.\) provided by drifting 
Maxwellian distributions with uniform temperature Te = 
Ti = To (.\ = 2di is the half-thickness of the current sheet 
and Bo is the asymptotic field). A uniform non-drifting 
background is included with density nb = 0.3no and equal 
temperature. In order to reduce the large separation be
tween electron and ion scales, it is necessary to employ 
an artificial mass ratio of mdme = 40. Other parameters 
are wpe /0. eo = 2 where wpe = J(47rnoe2)/ me is the elec
tron plasma frequency and Vthe/C = 0.35 where Vthe = 
(2To/me) 1/2 is the electron thermal speed. Lengths are 
normalized to the ion inertial scale di = C/Wpi where 
Wpi = JC47rnoe2)/mi and time is normalized to the ion 
cyclotron frequency 0. io = eBo/(mic), 

The Fokker-Planck treatment of Coulomb collisions 
gives rise to a number of complications not normally con
sidered in the fluid calculations [17]. In neutral sheet 
geometry, the resistivity perpendicular to the magnetic 
field 7]1. plays the dominant role in setting the structure 
of the SP layer, except for a small region near the x
point where the local electron cyclotron frequency falls 
below the electron-ion collision frequency (0. e < Vei). In 
this region, the resistivity approaches the unmagnetized 
Spitzer result. Furthermore, the resistivity varies in both 
space and time due to electron Ohmic heating within the 
layer. Working in dimensionless units, the perpendicular 
resistivity from transport theory [21 ] is 

2 
'_ W pt ' (T)30 / 2 
7]1. = 47r0.io 7]1. = 7]1.0 Te (1) 

where Te the local electron temperature and TJ1.o = 0.04 
is the initial resistivity for all simulations in this study. 
The coefficient TJ1.o is set by properly scaling Vei and 
the subsequent time evolution of TJ1. is well described 
[17J by (1) for parameter regimes in which the recon
nection electric field Ey is small in comparison to the 
runaway limit Eer ~ (meTe / 2)1 / 2vede. Within the col
lisional SP regime, this ratio is approximately Ey/ ECT rv 

(dd bsp )(melmi)1/2, which implies that SP layers are al
ways in a regime where (1) is valid . After the transition 
to the kinetic regime, the rapid increase in the reconnec
tion rate can quickly lead to runaway fields Ey > ECT 
where (1) breaks down. While it is unclear how to model 
this within fluid theory, the approach in this manuscript 
is rigorously correct in both regimes. 

The system sizes considered are summarized in Ta
ble I, along with the number of computational cells for 
each case, the initial Lundquist number So computed 
using TJ1.o = 0.04 and the maximum Lundquist num
ber Smax computed using TJ1. in the layer at the time 

TABLE 1: Summary of parameters: System size Lx , cells N x , 

Lundquist number So == 41T'VAL sp/ (7].LoC2) based on the initial 
resistivity fi.Lo = 0.04 and assuming Lsp ~ Lx / 4 , maximum 
Lundquist number 5max due to electron heating in the layer, 
predicted transition resistivity fie required for Osp ~ di , the 
actual resistivity fi.L within the layer at the transition time 
T , the number of plasmoids Np within the SP layer and the 
transition time T normalized to the Alfven time TA = Lsp / Va . 
The transverse size is Lz = 100di with 1600 cells for all cases. 

L x/d i N x So 5max fie fi.L Np T/TA 

100 1600 625 1140 0.04 0.025 0 

200 3200 1250 2500 002 0.020 3 2.7 

400 6400 2500 5000 om 0.019 4 1.8 

800 12800 5000 11700 0.005 0.018 7 1.2 

of the transition. The time step for all simulations was 
.6.t0.ce = 0.13 with 1000 particles per cell to represent 
the plasma. The boundaTY conditions are periodic in 
the x-direction for both particles and fields while the g 

boundaries are treated as conducting surfaces that elas
tically reflect particles. 

For periodic boundary conditions, simulations [11 , 17J 
indicate the half-length of the SP layer is approximately 
Lsp ~ Lx/4 where Lx is the system size in the x-direction. 
Assuming the SP layer is stable, the two-fluid transition 
condition bsp :::; di may be re-expressed as 

TJ1. :::; ~ ~ 
Lsp ~ 4di

L 
x 

== TJc , (2) 

where TJe is the critical transition resistivity. For the 
smallest simulation in Table I, this is equal to the initial 
resistivity while the larger simulations require increasing 
amounts of Ohmic heating in order to red uce the resis
tivity in the layer to this critical value. 

The simulations are initiated with a small magnetic 
perturbation using the same functional form as Ref. [17] 
with magnitude bBz = 0.025Bo' The reconnection rate 
is calculated from ER = (8'ljJ/8t) /(BVA ) , where 'ljJ = 
maxCAy) - min(Ay) along z = 0, Ay is the y-component 
of the vector potential, B and VA are evaluated at 10di 

upstream of the dominant x-point and ( ) represents a 
time average over .6.t0.io = ±5 to reduce noise. 

The resulting reconnection rates are shown in the top 
panel of Fig. 1 for the time interval to. io = 0 ---.. 100. As 
expected for the SP regime, the rates are progressively 
slower for the larger systems. Since the initial resistivity 
and sheet thickness are the same for all simulations, the 
time evolution of the electron temperature and resistiv
ity are also quite similar. Thus the SP scaling prediction 
can be tested by plotting the average rate as function of 
(dd Lx) 1/ 2 as illustrated in the bottom panel. These re
sults demonstrate that the collisional kinetic simulations 
have properly recovered the SP scaling. 
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FIG. 1: Time evolution of the reconnect ion rates (top) at 
early time and the average reconnection rates over the interval 
tllio = 40 -> 100 as a function of (d;jLx)1 /2 (bottom). 

Over longer time scales, all simulations in Table I tran
sition to much faster rates. The smallest Lx = 100di 

simulation remains in a stable SP configuration until the 
half-thickness of the layer reaches the ion inertial length. 
In this case, the transition to the kinetic regime is very 
similar to the results described in Ref. [17]. Due to lim
ited space, the rest of this letter is focused on the three 
largest cases in Table I. As illustrated in the top panel of 
Fig. 2, the reconnection rates increase dramatically near 
the transition times highlighted by the vertical dashed 
lines. In contrast to the early time evolution in Fig. 1, 
the average rates at late time actually increase slightly for 
the larger systems. To examine the transition condition 
(2), the second panel shows the evolution of the resistiv
ity TJ.l normalized to the critical value TJc for each case. 
While the Lx = 200 case transitiol1s near the expected 
threshold (2), the larger simulations transition sooner. 

The reason for this discrepancy is that the SP layers 
are unstable to plasmoid formation while the simple es
timate (2) assumes a stable SP layer. As summarized in 
Table I, the number of plasmoids observed in the SP lay
ers near the tlansition time increases significantly with 
the Lundquist number, with a chain of 7 plasmoids for 
the largest case. To better illustrate the structural evo
lution, the current density Jy and flux surfaces are given 
in Fig. 3 for the Lx = 800di case. During the initial 
evolution tDio :s 200, the reconnect ion layer resembles 
the classic SP configuration as shown in the top panel. 
However, closer inspection reveals the initial growth of 
the instability at tDio '" 140. The chain of plasmoids is 

L, = ·.!illl<i,";: r 
Lr = ~IX~J, 

008 L, = ~HI(l, 

kl'" 0.06 

0 .04 

0 .02 

0 
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FIG. 2: Time evolution of the simulations in Table I show
ing the reconnection rate ER, the perpendicular resistivity TJ.l 
implied by (1) normalized to the critical transition resistivity, 
the minimum current sheet thickness 8m i n measured across 
the layer normalized to the local ion inertial scale di • com
puted using the actual density and the reconnection electric 
field Ey normalized by the runaway limit Eer . The vertical 
lines denote the transition time T where the abrupt increase 
in the rate is observed. 

clearly visible at tDi o ~ 250 in the second panel.. These 
plasmoids break the SP layer into a series of separate re
connection sites with a current sheet between each island 
as illustrated in the third panel at tDio ~ 300. 

In order to measure the scale of the various current lay
ers during this complex evolution, a diagnostic was con
structed to scan across the system in the ::v-direction 10 
cells at time and measured the half-thickness of the cur
rent profile at each location. The minimum half-thicknes 
resulting from this procedure is denoted by Omin' In the 
third panel of Fig. 2, Omin is normalized to an ion iner
tial length d i * based on the time evolving central den
sity. Within the initial SP regime, Omin is in reasonable 
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FIG. 3: Time evolution of the current density Jy for the 
largest Lx = 800di simulation. White lines are the magnetic 
flux surfaces and the bottom panel is a close-up of the region 
indicated at W io = 425 to illustrate the repeated formation of 
new plasmoids within the electron layer. The current density 
is normalized to the initial peak value Jo = cBo / (47rA). 

agreement with the theoretical SP thickness as indicated 
by the respective circles at tDio ~ 100 computed using 
b,p/ di * ~ (Lspf}J./di ) 1/ 2. While the Lx = 200di simu
lation is already near bmin ~ di , the other two simula
tions would not be expected to transition based on the 
observed electron heating (and reduction of resistivity). 
However, the growth of plasmoids leads to the intensifica
tion of the current density between the islands, and there 
is a dramatic increase in the reconnect ion rate when the 
thickness of these layers approach bmin ~ di*. 

After the transition to the kinetic regime, the recon
nection electric field greatly exceeds the runaway limit 

x/d; 	 G20 

as illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. As a conse
quence, the diffusion region current sheet collapses to the 
electron scale bmin ~ 2de*. In this runaway regime, colli
sional momentum exchange is increasingly ineffective and 
the reconnection electric field is balanced predominantly 
by the divergence of the electron pressure tensor [17]. 
The resulting electron layers are unstable to the repeated 
formation of new plasmoids as illustrated in the bottom 
panel of Fig. 3. In this simulation, 6 new plasmoids are 
generated within the central electron layer leading to sig
nificant time modulations in the reconnection rate similar 
to recent coHisionless simulations [8 , 18, 19]. 

The first-principles kinetic simulations in this letter 
indicate that Sweet-Parker reconnection is unstable to 
plasmoid formation for Lundquist numbers larger than 
S ;;:: 1000. Although it is difficult to infer reliable scal
ings from this limited study, the number of plasmoids in 
Table I increases roughly as Np ex SO.6 while the onset 
time decreases 7 / 7 A IX S-0.5 . Although these trends are 
in the same direction as recent MHD theory [4], the spe
cific scalings are stronger functions of S is the present 
kinetic simulations. Regardless of the precise scaling, 
these trends imply an increasingly violent instability at 
large S, with super-Alfvenic growth rates that permit 
the plasmoids to reach large amplitude before they are 
convected downstream by the Alfvenic outflow. As a re
sult, new current sheets form between the islands that 
are significantly thinner than the overall SP layer. When 
the half-thickness of these layers approach the ion kinetic 
scale, there is a rapid increase in the reconnection rate 
as the dynamics transitions into the kinetic regime. 

The results in this letter indicate that plasmoid for
mation plays a crucial role in determining the transi
tion between collisional and kinetic regimes. The widely 
used transition condition (2) is relevant only for S ;::; 1000 
where SP layers are structurally stable. It may be pos
sible to construct new estimates for the onset of kinetic 
reconnection, based on the scaling for the number of plas
moids Np IX Se> and assuming the length of the new cur
rent sheets scale as Lsp/ N p. One could then comparerv 

the thickness of these new resistive layers with the ion 
kinetic scale. 
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